
 
 
UK PEATLAND STRATEGY LAUNCH 
Workshop Goal: Conservation 
Conserve and enhance, through restoration management the best and most readily 
recoverable peatlands. 

Early conservation to secure the best areas avoids higher costs and greater risks of failure 
associated with repair of more severely degraded areas. 

Recover mire vegetation communities to areas where past management has resulted in a 
shift to other vegetation communities (e.g. heath). 

 

CONTEXT 

This goal addresses the protection and enhancement of the UK’s best peatlands i.e. those 
with natural or semi-natural vegetation, which is capable of peat formation (even if it is not 
currently doing so). Dependent on location and local land-use these peatlands may require 
very little or no intervention. Where low levels of degradation, minimal restoration will be 
required to recover habitat function. Land management practices that may lead to damage 
or an increase in atypical vegetation must also be avoided. This goal considers both 
protected areas, but also the significant proportion of peatland that is currently undesignated 
but meets the criteria for this goal. 

 

NOTES FROM WORKSHOP 

 
Who should we engage with to co-ordinate delivery of this goal? 

• Wales Peatland Action Group 
• Land managers 
• Ministers and Defra 
• Devolved governments 

 

What is already being done or has been planned that will assist in the delivery of this 
goal? 

• Wales Peatland Action Group has written a strategy, but currently lacks targets to work 
towards – to deliver it needs a resourced programme (this applies across the UK) 

• England has reviewed the existing series of SSSIs with mixed outcomes 
• Funding is available for peatland restoration in Scotland, however this does not cover 

peatland in good condition – there needs to be a value assigned to maintenance of 
‘services’ 



• Currently competing environmental objectives and policies e.g. wind farm development – 
hoped that National Accounting may take this into account with introduction of LULUCF 

• Brexit couldprovide an opportunity to evolve and change designations – ‘climate care’ 
designation could be a new option 

• Countryside Stewardship – however, many not entering as too restrictive 
• Agri-environment schemes – scale of uptake required 
• Paludiculture as a post-Brexit option 

 

How best can we monitor and report against the outcomes as set by this goal? 

• There is a requirement to know how much peatland is currently in good condition or 
under sustainable management – require regular, trustworthy government reporting 

• Agree on a definition for ‘good condition’ – each devolved nation needs to be reporting 
on the same thing (potential to use Julia Martin-Ortega’s work) – could this tie in with EU 
reporting 

• Countries are currently reporting on total resource and SSSIs in a standard format 
• Currently vague – the country plans will need to set the detail and fill in gaps 

 

Further thoughts and suggestions: 

• Outside influences will impact on success of delivering against this goal – this needs to 
be addressed, often at a catchment-level e.g. pollution 

• Barriers exisit including climate change and land management conflicts  
• Livestock rates – currently pretty good 
• Burning still needs to be tackled 
• Fens are a real sustainability risk 
• There is regional disparity  
• Not one solution for all – adaptive to regional situations  
• Use the set-up of the devolved nations – could work as an advantage where priority 

habitats differ between them 
• Landlord vs. tenant needs considering – who decides and who benefits from land in 

good condition? 
• Targets are confusing under the goal – they need to be transparent 
• Need to draw a clear boundary between conserve and restore goals –  many sites carry 

out both simultaneously 
• Conserve could be an easy win – as able to visually show ‘good condition’ 
• Low-hanging fruit – need to ensure the best use of strategy; needs to be in the strategy 

as a whole 
• Investment opportunity – highlight the cost in future if immediate action not taken now 

where possible 
•  Funding is currently too short term – a new mechanism of funding is required to 

sustainably manage (needs to be cross-sector) 
• Water companies: regulation and privatisation – profit vs. public good 
• Protection of a non-protected site – enforcement powers can be limited, especially 

regarding surrounding areas 
• No appetite for new designations as result of the cost-implications of notify new sites – 

need to look at how this can be changed (benefit vs threat; cost-effectiveness); 
knowledge exists as to sites that deserve designation 



o Assessment required to find out how much isn’t designated 
o Current designation is underpinned by EU 
o Resource dependent (6 months to extend a site; 2 yrs for new site) 

• Land managers tend to look on designations as a ‘burden’ – there needs to be a 
mechanism to overcome this  

• Small peatlands and/or shallow peat sites lose every time – don’t score highly enough 
and peatland boundaries wrong (designation can be ineffective – look at hydrology) 

• Too much importance is placed on designated sites – this is at the detriment of many 
other sites 

• Landscape-scale protection is more effective 
• ‘Features’ are tedious within designations 
• Loss of EU LIFE funding following Brexit is a threat to achieving this goal – provides 

funding for landscape/regional-scale management  
o Without this how do we keep up the momentum and stop decline 
o Useful to assess effectiveness of original spend 

• Changes to CAP – will be different in each devolved nation bringing different challenges 
• Agri-environment schemes are completely voluntary and time restricted – a long-term 

solution is required 
• Ability to make change possible through policy – but there needs to be a will to make it 

happen (serious decisions required) 
• Now is the time and the resources are available to make a change 
• Voluntary vs. regulatory approach – could this change over time? 
• Set public incentives above regulatory – more carrot, less stick  
• Significance of covenants – opportunity to be ‘radical’ – currently too tied to loss of 

earnings and income forgone; needs to include benefits and disbenefits 
• Incentives are important to encourage continued management 
• Post-Brexit there is an opportunity for wider classes/categorisation to include ecosystem 

services 
• Don’t protect areas, but services e.g. carbon – resource management at the wider scale 

(must be measured and reported) 
•  ‘Sustainability’ can mean different things to different people – ‘resilience’ might have a 

clearer definition and is being used by Wales, however can still be confusing – need to 
clearly state definitions including that of ‘conserve’ and ‘restored sites’ – and at what 
level e.g. site, regional, country 

o Sustainability can mean different things to different departments e.g. Agriculture 
vs. Environment – at the moment can be conflicting, but don’t have to be 

• Requirement to relate terms of ‘good condition’ and ‘sustainability’ in the strategy to SSSI 
designations  

• Question raised around what it is you are conserving? Improve vs. just maintain. 


